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Abstract— Cooperative control involves developing control
strategies for individual robots that guarantee synchronized
behavior of the states of all the robots in a team in some
prescribed sense. This work presents a novel controller that
achieves formation control for a group of differential-drive
robots. First, we propose a nonlinear feedback control law that
guarantees stable tracking of a reference trajectory for a single
robot without exceeding the velocity limits of the robot. Using
Lyapunov analysis, we obtain the necessary conditions on the
control parameters and establish ultimate boundedness on error
terms. Next, we formulate the formation control problem as a
trajectory tracking problem for the multi-robot system and
solve it using the proposed controller. Additionally, we provide
constraints on formation size for a planned reference trajectory,
ensuring smooth cornering of multi-robot formation without
exceeding actuation limits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Researchers in modern times recognize cooperative control
as a potential solution to complex problems such as carrying
heavy objects, search and rescue missions, and satellite
clustering [11]. Formation control is considered a cooper-
ative strategy for the positions and orientations of robots
in a multi-robot system [4]. Formation control methods in
the literature are broadly categorized under leader-follower
methods [1], [3], virtual structure methods [4], [5], graph
theory methods [6], [8]-[12], behavior-based methods [13],
and artificial potential field based methods [14].

The authors in [1] proposed a controller for a single robot
and leader-follower formation control to achieve trajectory
tracking and collision avoidance (CA). However, the pro-
posed controller fails to obey the actuation limit of the robots.
Also, the stability condition presented in [1] is weak because
it does not establish the boundedness of the error terms for
time-varying trajectories. Unlike [1], where authors defined
positions of followers using fixed distance and orientation
relative to the leader, [2] uses curvilinear coordinates to
determine the follower position relative to its assigned leader
in the multi-vehicle system. Although this feature allows
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the formation to navigate flexibly on uneven terrains, the
controller requires a finite segment of the leader’s motion
history to compute follower positions. A leader-follower
formation control strategy with input saturation is given in
[3]. The input constraints restrict the set of possible paths
for the leader and the follower robots. The above methods
are susceptible to single-point failure, i.e., the whole system
will fail if communication with the leader is lost.

The virtual structure method solves this issue. The authors
in [4] generate a virtual robot based on the formation struc-
ture and control its motion along the desired trajectory using
backstepping and Lyapunov-based controllers. The controller
ensures collision avoidance but fails to keep the speeds below
practical limits. A hybrid approach is proposed in [5], where
a Lyapunov-based controller controls the position of the
virtual leader. The virtual leader’s position is fed to a graph-
theory-based position controller to control the offset between
the followers. The control inputs are within the actuation
limits; however, the convergence time is very large.

Instead of feeding the formation group trajectory to each
robot, the pose information of neighboring robots is sufficient
to achieve formation control. Researchers in [6], [8]-[12]
utilized this idea and modeled the communication topology
for a group of robots using the Laplacian matrix. In [6],
the presence of root makes the system prone to single-point
failure. Like [1], [5], formation generated in [6], [12] lacks
the rotational degree of freedom. A synchronous approach to
formation control is given in [7], [8]. In [7], synchronization
error is specified for every pair of interacting agents, while
in [8], it depends on the communication topology of the
multi-robot system. The synchronization and tracking errors
were asymptotically driven to zero using Lyapunov-based
controllers in both [7], [8]. The algorithm in [7] ensures prac-
tical input magnitudes and algorithms in [8], [11] account for
the effects of communication delay. However, none of these
articles, including previously cited articles, discuss how large
formation sizes can affect the kinematics of individual robots
in a multi-robot formation.

Recent studies like in [15] propose an optimization-based
solution to the trajectory tracking problem for a single robot.
In [15], authors propose trajectory optimization and tracking
control framework which guarantees the global exponential
stability of the tracking errors. This open-loop control strat-
egy relies on model accuracy. Hence, this strategy will lose
efficacy if the system is subjected to unmodeled disturbances.
This highlights the stature of closed-loop feedback control.

While contemplating these issues in formation control, we
asked ourselves a question: Can we design a closed-loop



feedback controller for differential drive robots such that
they converge quickly to the desired time-varying trajectory
while obeying their speed limits? Later, if the controller is
extended for multi-robot formation control, can we maintain
the stability of the formation in cornering maneuvers? If not,
what are the limiting conditions?

We organize our work in the following sections to answer
this question. In Section II, we design a controller that
obeys input constraints and guarantees trajectory tracking. In
Section III, we formulate the formation control problem as a
trajectory tracking problem. We also discuss some constraints
on the formation size for a given reference trajectory to
avoid velocity limit violation in robots and ensure formation
stability. In Section IV, we draw some conclusions and
discuss some aspects of future work.

II. TRAJECTORY TRACKING CONTROLLER WITH
INPUT CONSTRAINTS

We consider a differential-drive robot (see Fig.1) with
wheels driven by identical motors. The wheel’s radius is R,
and the robot’s track width is L. The instantaneous angular
speed of the left and right wheels are denoted by ωl and ωr,
respectively. The maximum limit on both motors’ angular
speed is ωmaxr, l . In Fig.1, v denotes the linear velocity of the
center of the axle, and ω denotes the angular velocity of the
robot about the axis passing through the center of the axle
(perpendicular to the plane of the paper). We can express
v, ω as a function of ωl, ωr as follows[

v
ω

]
=

[
R/2 R/2
R/L −R/L

] [
ωr
ωl

]
(1)

The kinematics of the differential-drive robot is governed
by the following set of ordinary differential equations

ẋ = R(ωr+ωl)
2 cos(θ) = v cos(θ)

ẏ = R(ωr+ωl)
2 sin(θ) = v sin(θ)

θ̇ = R(ωr−ωl)
L = ω

(2)

In (2), [x, y, θ]T ∈ R3 denotes the pose of the robot in a 2-D
environment (see Fig.1). The robot has to follow a reference
trajectory given by (xd(t), yd(t)) where t ≥ 0 denotes time.
Let vmax, ωmax denote the maximum permissible values of
v, ω respectively. Selecting 1

vmax =
Rωmaxr, l

2
, ωmax =

Rωmaxr, l

L
(3)

will ensure that ωr, ωl never exceed ωmaxr, l . Note that
vmax, ωmax are dependent on ωmaxr, l but the two quantities
have different magnitudes.

Note 1: The reference trajectory is defined as the motion
of a point whose coordinates at a particular time, t ≥ 0, is
given by [xd(t), yd(t)]. It is a time-varying trajectory. In
principle, the robot has to chase a point whose coordinates
(xd(t), yd(t)) are continuous functions of time, t ≥ 0.

1Refer [18, I-A] to see how vmax, ωmax are selected as in (3).

  

Fig. 1: Differential-drive kinematics: Transformation of con-
trol inputs from [ωr, ωl]

T to [v, ω]T using (1)

We define the position errors as, ex(t) = xd(t) −
x(t), ey(t) = yd(t) − y(t). We also define the desired
orientation of the robot as follows:

θd = arctan 2(ey, ex)
∣∣
unwrap

∀ (ex, ey) ∈ R2 − (0, 0) (4)

The discontinuous nature of the function - atan 2(·, ·) can
cause disruptions in the robot’s direction of motion. Hence
for (ex, ey) 6= (0, 0), we define the continuous form of θd
in (4) using the unwrap function [17]. It should be noted that
θd gives the instantaneous desired direction of motion for the
robot at a time t ≥ 0, that depends on the current position of
the robot, (x(t), y(t)), and the current point on the reference
trajectory, (xd(t), yd(t)). We define the orientation error as
eθ(t) = θd(t)− θ(t), see Fig. 2.

Some configurations might lead to a singular direction
and impractically high magnitudes of linear and angular
acceleration; see Fig.2. To avoid such cases, we assume
throughout the paper that the reference trajectory has the
following characteristics:

Assumption 1: The reference trajectory is smooth, i.e. both
xd(t), yd(t) are smooth function of time, ∀ t > 0, and
the first derivatives of xd(t), yd(t), i.e., ẋd(t), ẏd(t) are
bounded. Moreover, the reference trajectory is such that it
does not initiate sharp turns in the robot with respect to the
current orientation of the robot, i.e.,

cos(eθ) ∈ [−1, −δθ] ∪ [δθ, 1] (5)

for some δθ ∈ (0, 1).
Note 2: The value of δθ corresponding to a given initial

pose of the robot and a given reference trajectory is fixed
and must lie in the interval (0, 1).

Remark 1: Assumption 1 on the reference trajectory im-
plies that scenarios shown in Fig.2 should be avoided.

  

Fig. 2: (a) eθ = π/2, violation of non-holonomic constraint,
(b) Sharp turn lead to sudden change in value of eθ



1) In Fig.2(a), the robot cannot move along the desired
direction of motion (singular direction, eθ = π

2 ) due to
non-holonomic constraint.

2) In Fig.2(b), for the robot to keep following the reference
trajectory on sharp turns at t = t2, t3, theoretically in-
finite angular acceleration (in motors) will be required.

3) The singularity condition ex = ey = 0 can be easily
handled using zero controllers v = ω = 0. It is im-
probable to experience this condition with real systems.
Hence, we won’t investigate this case further here.

4) The condition in (5) is not too restrictive since the robot
can perform in-place rotation to reorient itself if the
condition is not met.

Assumption 2: Define ˆ̇
θd to be an estimate of θ̇d where,

θ̇d =
exėy − ey ėx

D2
, D =

√
e2
x + e2

y (6)

At every time instant, we compute θd(t) using (4). With
the value of θd(t) at the current and the previous time step,
and using the backward difference method, we can estimate
ˆ̇
θd as follows

ˆ̇
θd(t) = θd(t)−θd(t−τ)

τ (7)

where τ ∈ (0, 1) represents simulation time step. The
estimation error in ex(t), ey(t) (estimated using odometry)
will propogate while computing ˆ̇

θd(t). Hence, there exists an
estimation error in ˆ̇

θd(t) relative to θ̇d. We denote the error
by a small positive number, εθ, as follows

| ˆ̇θd − θ̇d| ≤ εθ = 
(τ)2, εθ ∈ R>0 (8)

In a practical setting, the value of εθ depends on the
sensor resolution, the robot’s specification, and the reference
trajectory.

Assumption 3: The maximum translational speed of robot,
vmax is much greater than |vsuptraj | = sup

t≥0

√
ẋ2
d + ẏ2

d s.t.

vmaxδ
2
θ

|vsuptraj |
> 1 (9)

for a given δθ ∈ (0, 1).
Remark 2: Condition (9) is also not restrictive. Planning

a reference trajectory such that |vsuptraj | < vmax will satisfy
the practical requirement for the robot to be faster than the
reference trajectory it should track.

The robot will approach the reference trajectory, and
stable tracking will be achieved if ex, ey, eθ converge to
a neighborhood close to the origin in finite time such that,

‖ex, ey‖2 = D(t) ≤ bD, |eθ(t)| ≤ beθ ∀ t ≥ T (10)

for some small positive number bD, beθ > 0.
Note 3: θ̇d can be estimated more accurately using sophis-

ticated methods other than the backward difference method.
However, a more accurate estimation of θ̇d won’t profoundly
change the values of ultimate bounds beθ in (27). Refer [18,
I-D] for more discussion in this regard.

2Theoretical explanation for εθ = 
(τ) in (8) is provided in [18, I-B].

Theorem 1. Consider a robot whose kinematics is defined
as in (2) and has a maximum linear and angular speed as
vmax, ωmax > 0 respectively (3). The reference trajectory is
described as (xd(t), yd(t)) that satisfies assumptions 1, 2,
and 3. Then, stable tracking (10) is guaranteed without ex-
ceeding actuator limits if the following closed-loop negative
feedback controller is applied,

v = vmax cos(eθ)
ηvD

1 + ηvD
(11)

ω = (ωmax − Ωmax) tanh(ηωeθ) +
ˆ̇
θd (12)

for D =
√
e2
x + e2

y and positive constants ηv, ηω, Ωmax >

0. The choice of Ωmax, ηv satisfy

ηv <
2(ωmax − 2εθ)

3vmax
(13)

Ωmax < ωmax − εθ (14)

Further, | ˆ̇θd| is bounded ∀ t ≥ 0 thereby adhering to
actuation limits of the robot.

Proof. With linear and angular velocity (v, ω) as the control
input in the kinematic model (2) of differential drive robot,
we write the error dynamics as follows

ėx = ẋd − v cos(θ)

= ẋd − v(cos(eθ) cos(θd) + sin(eθ) sin(θd))

ėy = ẏd − v sin(θ)

= ẏd − v(sin(eθ) cos(θd)− cos(eθ) sin(θd))

ėθ = θ̇d − ω

(15)

Using the expressions cos(θd) = ex
D and sin(θd) =

ey
D and

applying the controller (11)-(12) we obtain

ėx = ẋd − vmax
ηv

1 + ηvD
(ex cos2(eθ) + ey cos(eθ) sin(eθ))

ėy = ẏd − vmax
ηv

1 + ηvD
(ey cos2(eθ)− ex cos(eθ) sin(eθ))

ėθ = θ̇d − (ωmax − Ωmax) tanh(ηveθ)− ˆ̇
θd

(16)

II-A. Lyapunov Analysis

We prove that the system (2) is ultimately bounded for the
proposed controller (11), (12) using Theorem 4.18 of [16]. In
this analysis, we constructed the Lyapunov candidate func-
tions separately for D(t) & eθ(t) and eventually established
boundedness for the entire system. A small positive constant3

0 < ζ � 1 is chosen to define upper and lower bounds for
the Lyapunov functions chosen for D, eθ, see (17), (23).

For Lyapunov analysis of D(t), we choose the Lyapunov
candidate function VD : [0,∞)× R2 → R as follows

α1(D) =
D2

2 + ζ
≤ VD(D) =

D2

2
≤ α2(D) =

D2

2− ζ
(17)

3[18, I-D] outlines the role of ζ in finding the ultimate bounds on D, eθ .



Fig. 3: Cartesian components of vtraj (Green): (ẋd, ẏd),
Components of vtraj along and ⊥ to L (Blue): (vL

traj , v
⊥L
traj).

D denotes the distance between (x, y) and (xd, yd)

Here α1, α2, VD ∈ κ∞ class of function. Then, the derivative
of VD along the trajectories of the error dynamics is

V̇D = DḊ = exėx + ey ėy

V̇D = ẋdex + ẏdey −
ηvvmax cos2(eθ)(e

2
x + e2

y)

1 + ηvD

(18)

We define instantaneous velocity of desired trajectory as
vtraj = ẋdî + ẏdĵ, |vtraj | =

√
ẋ2
d + ẏ2

d ( î, ĵ represent
unit vector along x and y direction). Let the line joining the
current position of robot, (x(t), y(t)), and the current ref-
erence point, (xd(t), yd(t)), be called L. The component of
vtraj along L is denoted by vL

traj = ẋd cos(θd) + ẏd sin(θd),
and the perpendicular component v⊥L

traj = ẏd cos(θd) −
ẋd sin(θd), see Fig.3. Multiplying vL

traj , v
⊥L
traj with D, we

get DvL
traj(t) = ẋdex + ẏdey and Dv⊥L

traj(t) = ẏdex− ẋdey .

V̇D ≤ −
(
vmaxδ

2
θηvD

1+ηvD
−vL

traj

)
D ≤ −

(
vmaxδ

2
θηvD

1+ηvD
−|vsuptraj |

)
D

(19)
For D ≥ µD = (1 + ζ)

|vsuptraj |

ηv

(
vmaxδ2θ−|v

sup
traj |

) > 0,

V̇D ≤ −ζ|vsuptraj |

(
vmaxδ

2
θ−|v

sup
traj |

vmaxδ2θ+|vsuptraj |

)
D = −W (D) ≤ −W (µD)

(20)
Note that W (D) is a continuous positive definite function.
Hence, the result of Theorem 4.18 of [16] will hold for any
initial state (ex(0), ey(0)).

‖ex, ey‖2 = D(t) ≤ α−1
1 (α2(µD)) ∀ t ≥ TD

D(t) ≤
√

2 + ζ√
2− ζ

µD = bD ∀ t ≥ TD
(21)

The value of TD in (21) is determined as follows

V̇D ≤ −W (µD) =⇒
∫ t

0

V̇D ≤
∫ t

0

−W (µD)

VD(t)−VD(0) ≤ −W (µD)t =⇒ VD(t) ≤ VD(0)−W (µD)t

This shows that VD(D(t)) reduces to VD(bD) within the
time interval of [0, TD] where,

TD =
VD(D(0))− VD(bD)

W (µD)
(22)

 

Fig. 4: Stable tracking achieved by differential drive robot
using controller (11), (12)

Unlike D, eθ ∈ [− cos−1(δθ), cos−1(δθ)] ⊆ (−π/2, π/2).
For eθ, we choose the Lyapunov function candidate Veθ :
[0,∞)× [− cos−1(δθ), cos−1(δθ)]→ R as follows

α3(eθ) =
e2
θ

2 + ζ
≤ Veθ (eθ) =

e2
θ

2
≤ α4(eθ) =

e2
θ

2− ζ
(23)

The derivative of Veθ along the trajectories of eθ(t) is

V̇eθ = eθ(θ̇d − ˆ̇
θd)− (ωmax − Ωmax) tanh(ηωeθ)eθ (24)

V̇eθ ≤ −
(
(ωmax − Ωmax)|tanh(ηωeθ)| − εθ

)
|eθ| (25)

For |eθ| ≥ µeθ = (1+ζ)
2ηω

ln
(
ωmax−Ωmax+εθ
ωmax−Ωmax−εθ

)
> 0

V̇eθ ≤−
(
(ωmax − Ωmax) tanh(ηωµθ)− εθ

)
|eθ| = −U(eθ)

V̇eθ ≤− U(eθ) ≤ −U(µeθ )
(26)

Note 4: µeθ is strictly positive if (ωmax−Ωmax−εθ) > 0.
Condition in (14) obtained.
Veθ , α3, α4 ∈ κ class of functions and U(eθ) is a

continuous positive definite function in the domain of eθ.
To apply Theorem 4.18 of [16] in this case, we choose
r = cos−1 δθ − ζ > 0. We find the value of α−1

4 (α3(r)) =√
2−ζ
2+ζ r. Choosing sufficiently large positive value for ηω

will ensure µeθ < α−1
4 (α3(r)). By Theorem 4.18 of [16],

for every initial state |eθ(0)| ≤ α−1
4 (α3(r)) ∃ Teθ ≥ 0 s.t.

|eθ(t)| ≤ α−1
3 (α4(µeθ )) =

√
2 + ζ√
2− ζ

µeθ = beθ ∀ t ≥ Teθ
(27)

Veθ (eθ(t)) reduces to Veθ (beθ ) within the time interval of
[0, Teθ ] where, Teθ can be computed in the same way as
TD.

Teθ =
Veθ (eθ(0))− Veθ (beθ )

U(µeθ )
(28)

By Definition 4.6 of [16], D(t) is globally uniformly ul-
timately bounded by bD and eθ(t) is uniformly ultimately
bounded by beθ ∀ t ≥ T = max{TD, Teθ}.



II-B. Upper bound of | ˆ̇θd|

We begin by obtaining an upper bound on θ̇d by starting
with (6). Substituting (15), (16) in (6)∣∣∣θ̇d∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣exėy − ey ėxD2

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣−Dvmax sin(2eθ) ηvD
2(1+ηvD)

+D(v⊥L
traj)

D2

∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣ vmaxηv

2(1+ηvD)

∣∣∣+
|v⊥L
traj|
D ≤

∣∣∣ vmaxηv
2(1+ηvD)

∣∣∣+
|vsuptraj|
D

(29)

In the region outside the ultimate bound: D(t) ≥ bD. Also,

bD > µD >
|vsuptraj |

ηv

(
vmaxδ2θ−|v

sup
traj |

) ≥ |vsuptraj |

ηv

(
vmax−|vsuptraj |

) (30)

Therefore, by substituting the result of (30) in (29)

|θ̇d| <
∣∣∣ηv(vmax−|vsuptraj |)

2

∣∣∣+ ηv(vmax − |vsuptraj | )

|θ̇d| < 3ηvvmax
2

(31)

Now, using (8) and upper bound on |θ̇d| in (31), we get

| ˆ̇θd| ≤ |θ̇d| + εθ =⇒ | ˆ̇θd| <
3ηvvmax

2
+ εθ (32)

If we choose ηv as per (13), then choosing Ωmax =
3ηvvmax

2 + εθ will satisfy (14). This way we have proved

that | ˆ̇θd| is upper bounded for D(t) ≥ bD. Even if D(t)

goes arbitrarily close to zero, | ˆ̇θd| will remain upper bounded
because

lim
D→0

|v⊥L
traj |
D

= 0 (33)

A detailed proof of (32) and (33) is given in [18, I-C].
From the results of II-A, II-B, we conclude that stable

tracking as defined in (10) is guaranteed without exceeding
actuator limits.

II-C. Simulation Example

Example 1: To illustrate the results of Theorem 1, simu-
lations were performed in MATLAB/Simulink. We applied
the proposed controller in (11), (12) to an in-built Simulink
model for differential-drive kinematics, see [18, Fig.3]. Time
integration in the model was performed using the ode45
solver with a step size of τ = 0.01 seconds.

In this example, initial pose of the robot is
[x(0), y(0), θ(0)]T = [0, −1, 0.5]T . Simulation
time is set to Tsim = 200 seconds and the
robot is required to track an elliptical trajectory
[xd(t), yd(t)] =

[
10 cos

(
2πt
Tsim

)
, 6 sin

(
2πt
Tsim

)]
until

the end of simulation time. Chosen control parameters are
listed in Table I.

Controller parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
R 0.02m ηv 10
L 0.09m ηω 10
ωmaxr, l 52rad/s τ 0.01

vmax 0.52 m⁄s εθ 0.1rad/s
ωmax 11.5rad/s Ωmax 7.9rad/s

TABLE I

Fig. 5: Differential drive robot tracking elliptical trajectory
using proposed controller (11), (12)

Fig. 6: Error terms - ex, ey, D, eθ converging to neigh-
bourhood around zero.

Fig. 7: Control inputs v(t), ω(t) and their saturation limits

Fig. 8: D(t), eθ(t) ultimately bounded by bD, beθ respec-
tively, for t > 22s



For ζ = 0.01, we get bD = 0.163m, and beθ = 2.8 ×
10−3rad. It must be noted that the value of bD = 0.163m
is 0.815% of the length of the major axis of the elliptical
trajectory. Higher peak angular speed of motors will yield
even lower values of bD, beθ . The upper bound bD on D(t)
can be reduced further by reducing the value of |vsuptraj | .

Fig.5, Fig.6 shows the robot approaching the reference
trajectory. The variation of control input v(t), ω(t) for t ∈
[0, Tsim] is shown in Fig.7. It must be noted that v(t), ω(t)
does not exceed vmax = 0.52ms , ωmax = 11.5 rads respec-
tively. Fig.8 highlights the convergence of D, |eθ| to values
within their respective ultimate bounds bD, beθ .

III. FORMATION CONTROL AND CONSTRAINT
ON RADIUS OF FORMATION

In this section, we study the problem of formation control
for a multi-robot system composed of N differential drive
robots. The kinematic model of the robots with linear and
angular velocity as control inputs is described by

ẋi = vi cos(θi), xi(0) = x0
i

ẏi = vi sin(θi), yi(0) = y0
i

θ̇i = ωi, θi(0) = θ0
i

(34)

where [xi, yi, θi]
T ∈ R3 denotes the pose, and vi, ωi are

linear & angular velocity of ith robot respectively, i ∈ {1, 2,
...N}. We define the formation control problem as follows.

Problem 2: Given a desired formation for a group
of N differential-drive robots and a reference trajectory,
[xd(t), yd(t)] for the center of formation. The objective for
the robots is to converge to a stable formation around the
center such that the center tracks the given desired trajectory,
and robots maintain the formation under set actuation limits.
The controller must be implemented locally on each robot
to achieve the aforementioned task of formation control.

As mentioned in Section I, we address the formation
control problem using the virtual-structure approach, where
we consider a virtual leader to generate the desired forma-
tion. We assign ‘0’ as the index of the virtual leader. The
desired position of follower robots is defined relative to the
virtual leader using polar coordinates to create the desired
formation shape; see Fig.9(a). It is possible to produce any
formation shape by assigning appropriate polar coordinates
to the follower robots.

We particularly consider the circular formation and an-
alyze the effects of its size on the kinematics of follower
robots. We denote the formation radius by Rf . Each robot
in the formation can access the instantaneous global pose of
the virtual leader, [x0, y0, θ0]T , see Fig.9(b).

At a particular instance of time, say t ≥ 0, let Bdesi =
[xG.desi , yG.desi ]T be the desired global position of the ith

robot in the formation, and bdesi = [xl.desi , yl.desi ]T be its
desired local position with respect to the coordinate system
attached to the virtual leader ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}. The
desired local position of the ith robot (bdesi ) relative to the
virtual leader is defined using polar coordinates, (Rf , αi),

 

 

Fig. 9: (a) Circular arrangement of follower robots relative
to the virtual leader using polar coordinates (Rf , αi) ∀ i ∈
{0, 1, ..., N}, (b) All followers receive instantaneous global
pose of virtual leader, [x0, y0, θ0]T

see Fig.9(a).

bdesi =

[
xl.desi

yl.desi

]
=

[
Rf cos(αi)
Rf sin(αi)

]
(35)

Bdesi =

[
xG.desi

yG.desi

]
=

[
x0

y0

]
+

[
Rf cos(θ0 + αi)
Rf sin(θ0 + αi)

]
(36)

Here, [x0, y0, θ0] ∈ R3 is the pose of the virtual leader. While
defining the desired global position of followers in (36), the
orientation of the virtual leader is taken into account to allow
the entire formation to align itself with the orientation of the
virtual leader, see Fig.9(a). Unlike [1], [5], [6], [12], (36)
ensures the formation has a rotational degree of freedom.
Construction of circular formation using (35), (36) ensures
that the virtual leader will coincide with the center of the
formation circle (not the centroid of robots’ positions) after
achieving the formation. Hence, we assign the reference
trajectory, [xd(t), yd(t)] to the virtual leader.

We aim to allow robots to converge to a stable circular
formation such that the center of formation (coinciding
with the virtual leader) tracks the given reference trajectory,
(xd(t), yd(t)). This will be guaranteed if the error terms
exi , eyi , eθi ∀ i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., N} converge to a neighbor-
hood close to the origin in finite time such that,√

exi(t)
2 + eyi(t)

2 = Di(t) ≤ bDi ∀ t ≥ Tf
|eθi(t)| ≤ beθi ∀ t ≥ Tf

(37)

for small positive numbers bDi , beθi > 0 ∀ i ∈ {0, 1, ...N}.
Assumption 4: The formation radius Rf is strictly less than

the minimum radius of curvature of the reference trajectory
[xd(t), yd(t)] for the center of formation circle, i.e.,

Rf < Rmindes = argmin
t>0

∣∣∣∣ (ẏ2
d + ẋ2

d)
1.5

ẋdÿd − ẏdẍd

∣∣∣∣ (38)

and the choice of Rf as per (38) must also satisfy the
following condition

|vsuptraj |
(

1 +
Rf
Rmindes

)
< vmax (39)

where |vsuptraj | = sup
t≥0

√
ẋ2
d + ẏ2

d.



Remark 3: Assumption 4 imposes the following conditions
on the size of formation for a given reference trajectory.

1) Planned formation size must satisfy (38). If not, then the
reference trajectory for the robot closest to the curvature
center of [xd(t), yd(t)] will not be smooth and will
result in violation of assumption 1, leading to high
angular velocities in robot (see Example 3 of III-B)

2) In addition to (38), the chosen value of Rf must also
satisfy (39). The robot farthest from the curvature center
of [xd(t), yd(t)] has to travel faster than other followers
to keep the formation intact; hence (39) must hold.

3) (38), (39) are essential for planning formations in a
given scenario. These constraints are not explicit parts
of the controller, but disobeying them will result in
failure of formation due to the above two listed reasons.

4) Finding a similar condition for non-circular formation
requires a meticulous analysis of each robot’s dynamics
in formation. We will consider this in our future work.

Theorem 2. Given a group of N differential drive robots
whose kinematics are defined by (34). The maximum linear
and angular speed of the robots are vmax, ωmax > 0 respec-
tively (3). Also, given a reference trajectory [xd(t), yd(t)] for
the formation center which satisfies assumptions 1− 3. The
formation radius Rf is chosen such that (38), (39) holds.
Then the robots will converge to a stable formation (37)
around the virtual leader if the following controller is applied
∀ i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., N}

vi = vmax cos(eθi)
ηvDi

1 + ηvDi
(40)

ωi = (ωmax − Ωmax) tanh(ηωeθi) +
ˆ̇
θdi (41)

for Di =
√
e2
xi + e2

yi and positive constants ηv , ηω , Ωmax
> 0. The choice of ηv and Ωmax must satisfy (13), (14).

Proof. Consider the error dynamics of the robots in (15)
∀ i ∈ {1, 2, 3..., N}. Using the expressions cos(θdi) =

exi
Di

and sin(θdi) =
eyi
Di

and applying the controller (40), (41) to
(15), we obtain the error dynamics in (16) ∀ i ∈ {0, 1, ..., N}.
As discussed previously, the virtual leader is required to track
the given reference trajectory [xd(t), yd(t)].

III-A. Lyapunov Analysis

Details of this analysis are presented in [18, Sec. II-A]

III-B. Simulation Examples

Example 2: To illustrate the results of Theorem 2 sim-
ulations were performed in MATLAB/Simulink. We imple-
mented the proposed controller in (40), (41) to a group of
N = 5 differential drive robots in Simulink. The virtual
leader is modeled using (34) in Simulink. The robots have to
converge to a regular pentagon-like formation circumscribed
by a circle of radius Rf = 2m with the virtual leader at
its center. By assumption 4, we choose Rdesmin = 10m and
|vsuptraj | = π

10
m/s. The rest of the control parameters are

the same as given in Table I. Based on the chosen values,

Fig. 10: Regular pentagonal formation (Rf = 2) of five
differential-drive robots around the virtual leader

the virtual leader is assigned a reference trajectory given
by [xd(t), yd(t)] = [10 cos(2πt/Tsim), 10 sin(2πt/Tsim)],
where Tsim = 200s. The initial pose of virtual leader
[x0

0, y
0
0 , θ

0
0] = [xd(0), yd(0), 1.57]. The robots’ initial poses

and local angular positions (αi) are given below.
x0

1 x0
2 x0

3 x0
4 x0

5

y0
1 y0

2 y0
3 y0

4 y0
5

θ0
1 θ0

2 θ0
3 θ0

4 θ0
5

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5

 =


2 2 0 0 4
0 2 4 −4 0
1 −0.5 0 −1 0
0 2π/5 4π/5 6π/5 8π/5


Results of example 2 are shown in Fig.10, which highlights
a group of N = 5 robots converging to the desired forma-
tion around the virtual leader and the center of formation
(coinciding with the virtual leader) tracking the reference
trajectory.

Example 3: In this example, we consider a circular for-
mation of N = 4 robots with Rf = 4m. The reference
trajectory assigned to virtual leader is [xd(t), yd(t)] =
[10 cos(2πt/Tsim), 5 sin(2πt/Tsim)], where Tsim = 360s. For
the chosen reference trajectory, the value of Rmindes =
2.5m, |vsuptraj | = π/18m/s. Except |vsuptraj | , control parameters
listed in Table I are used. The initial pose of virtual leader
[x0

0, y0
0 , θ0

0] = [xd(0), yd(0), 1.57]. The local angular
position (αi) and initial pose of follower robots for this
example are as follows

x0
1 x0

2 x0
3 x0

4

y0
1 y0

2 y0
3 y0

4

θ0
1 θ0

2 θ0
3 θ0

4

α1 α2 α3 α4

 =


1 1 1 0
0 1 −1 −0.5
1 −1 0 −1
0 π/2 π 3π/2


Fig.11 displays the simulation results of example 3.

The robot closest to the center of curvature of the virtual
leader’s trajectory, i.e., Follower 2, undergoes sharp turns
at [−10, 0], [10, 0]. Disobeying condition in (38) caused
violation of Assumption 1, resulting in breach of angular
velocity limits in Follower 2, see Fig.12.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a novel control law for trajec-
tory tracking control of multi-robot formation. Our proposed
Lyapunov-based controller guarantees ultimate boundedness



Fig. 11: Square formation (Rf = 4m) of four differential
drive robots around the virtual leader

on small tracking errors under input saturation for a single
robot. The controller also ensured stability on being extended
to trajectory tracking control of multi-robot formation in a
virtual structure framework. We further discussed the impacts
of large formation size on the kinematics of robots in a
formation and hence proposed constraints on formation size
to prevent instability and speed limit violations in robots.
We believe practical input constraints are the key enablers
in using the proposed controller in real deployments. How-
ever, additional work is necessary to ensure robust control
under measurement, actuator, and plant uncertainties before
considering practical deployments. We also plan to integrate
CBF [19] with the proposed strategy to prevent collisions
with static and moving objects. In addition to these topics,
we will use a decentralized approach to formation control in
our future work.
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